
ll audio reviews have to be written with a certain amount 

of  modesty, and read with a certain amount of  caution. 

Ultimately there is no way that words used to describe 

a piece of  audio equipment can substitute for actual listening. 

By definition, audio is neither a spectator sport nor a form of  

literature. This should be a cliché to anyone who writes or reads 

reviews, but it is also a reality that’s becoming steadily more 

important as high-end equipment improves in sound quality and 

design features. The days of  simple, straightforward trade-offs 

between advantages and shortcomings are long over. 

This is also true of  speakers, which used to be the most 

colored of  all the equipment in a system. Today, a high-priced 

speaker has to be at least very good to be worth reviewing, 

and the differences between the speakers that really deserve an 

investment of  $10,000 or more are choices between different 

kinds of  excellence. 

My effort to review The Prince V2 from Hansen Audio made 

this all too clear. This is a truly exceptional speaker system, 

but for reasons that were no fault of  the speaker, it took an 

odyssey of  several weeks—and notable help from a number 

 



of  manufacturers—to find out how good the Princes can be. 

Problems in my reference system, room-interaction problems, 

and finding the right blend of  associated components became 

a virtual laboratory exercise in demonstrating both the limits of  

speaker reviewing, and the importance of  experimenting with 

different speaker placements, listening positions, and components 

to get things right. 

Reviewers tend to listen through interaction problems rather 

than make an all-out effort to solve them. We know the problems 

in our rooms and systems and, consciously or unconsciously, 

subtract them from the colorations or nuances of  the item under 

review. The end result, however, is to understate the most critical 

issue in getting things right, regardless of  the quality and price 

of  the components involved: Dealing with the interactions in a 

given room and mix of  components, and adjusting the end result 

to personal taste.

These problems are particularly severe with loudspeakers. In 

many, if  not most, real-world installations, the colorations in the 

bass from speaker-room interaction will do as much to determine 

what you hear from the midbass down as the differences among 

really good speakers. Room reflections from the mid-midrange 

up are normally less critical, but are almost always important. 

So are furniture placement, the amount of  carpeting, layout of  

windows, etc. 

Anyone who has done room measurements of  his system and 

different speaker locations is also aware that the impact of  these 

interactions can vary wildly with speaker placement, listening 

position, and sound level. This becomes clear using virtually any 

form of  bass sweep or warble tone, but is even clearer using 

a one-third octave real-time analyzer or the kind of  detailed 

readout you get from a unit like the Tact 2.2XP—a unit that 

can show the mountains and valleys in bass response with fine 

frequency resolution. 

Unfortunately, room/speaker interactions are so dependent 

on the individual characteristics of  given speakers, rooms, 

speaker placements, and listening positions that they are virtually 

impossible to predict. Furthermore, most speaker placement 

advice and suggested methods to calculate the proper location 

of  a speaker are as likely to be wrong as right. 

These problems also tend to become steadily more important 

as speakers improve in quality. The deeper a speaker’s bass, the 

better its resolving power, and the greater its dynamic range, 

the more you have to experiment to get the very best response. 

Worse, the more careful you have to be to avoid serious problems 

with standing waves and peaks or suckouts that affect overall 

timbre and dynamic response. Ironically, the fact that the Hansen 

Princes had exceptional bass, resolving power, and dynamic 

range created major problems in the speaker location and 

listening position I normally use for reviewing. I learned, as I 

have learned with other top speakers, that you cannot be both a 

passive audiophile and a successful audiophile. I had to change 

my room around to find out how good the Princes really were.

My problems with the Princes proved to be the product of  

both the wrong location and a combination of  components that 
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emphasized upper-midrange energy—

compounded by subtle defects in an 

interconnect and CD player. I haven’t 

had this kind of  “perfect storm” in 

my setup for years, but I suspect every 

experienced audiophile has lived through 

similar experiences. 

Some of  these comments may seem 

like a tutorial in the obvious to those 

of  you who already have learned all this 

the hard way (or the easy way if  you’ve 

worked with experienced friends or a 

good dealer). It should be obvious to any 

experienced audiophile that reviewers 

are singularly lacking in magical powers, 

and that our main function is to tell 

you enough about a product to decide 

whether you should go and audition it 

for yourself. They are, however, directly 

applicable to The Prince V2.

The Prince offers both reference-

quality sound and excellent styling. It 

has a clear visual impact, but it is both 

sculpted in shape and very compact for 

a speaker with anything like its frequency 

range, deep bass, and ability to handle 

even the loudest dynamics. It has a 

molded enclosure made out of  different 

layers of  material and formed to provide 

optimum loading for its drivers with 

minimum resonance and reflection. At 

the same time, the shape and size of  its 

enclosure make it far more compatible 

with most real-world rooms than the 

average high-end box. It is an extremely 

expensive speaker ($39,000 a pair), but 

it is also designed to be used with one 

full-range amp and speaker cable, rather 

than a kluge of  external components. It 

is, in short, a speaker you can actually live 

with, and part of  a trend that is essential 

to the survival of  the high end. 

There are reasons for the cost of  the 

Princes. Its designer, Lars Hansen, is a 

bit of  a fanatic, but then all high-end 

designers are. He spent years developing 

the enclosure technology in The 

Prince, and several hundred thousand 

dollars in prototyping with different 

engineers before finding the approach 

to enclosure-manufacturing now used. 

He builds his own bass and midrange 

drivers, uses a specially selected tweeter, 

and employs a specially designed first-

order crossover that takes advantage 

of  the exceptional frequency range 

and dynamic capability of  his drivers. 

Lars is cautious about talking about the 

proprietary composites he uses, the way 

the layers in his enclosures are applied, 

and the details of  his driver designs. 

Nevertheless, the end result is both a 

piece of  sculpture and the upshot of  

years of  practical experimentation and 

listening. Although no one would take 

their price tag casually, the Princes are 

a “bargain” compared to The King V2 

that HP reviewed in Issue 168, and still 

offer a very large percentage of  the 

sound-quality that HP rightly praised. 

To get down to the core of  The Prince’s 

sound quality, time and experimentation 

showed me how good The Prince 

V2s really are. I don’t have a neutral 

listening room. No one does. Normally, 

however, I get good-to-very-good 

(no one gets excellent) results from 

placing speakers in pretty much the 

same locations along a long wall, and 

from using the same listening positions. 

This was not the case for The Princes. 

For reasons that were not the fault of  

the speaker—or a predictable result 

of  a design that normally is relatively 

room-independent—I got a suckout in 

the upper bass and considerably more 

apparent upper-octave energy than 

usual. This has happened before with 

some excellent speakers, including the 

TAD-1s I used as a reference for several 

years, as well as some large VMPS and 

B&W speakers. 

I should also note that I have never 

encountered any speaker that delivered 

real power down to the deepest bass 

that did not require fine-tuning in room 

location. Really good speakers excite the 

room more than smaller or less capable 

speakers, and the end result is almost 

always a mountain range in peaks and 

valley below 250Hz. As the work of  

Roy Allison showed decades ago, such 

irregularities are inevitable products of  

room interaction, rather than the result 

of  a given speaker design. This was 

certainly true in the case of  The Princes. 

I can determine the general character of  

such problems by using the Tact 2.2XP: 

The peaks and valleys were typical of  

all of  the speakers I have measured—
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although they were unusually audible—and were far too sharp 

and erratic to be a function of  speaker design. 

The fact is that we are all used to listening through such 

problems, and living with them. In the case of  The Princes, 

however, the initial location of  the speaker and listening position 

created a lean, relatively bright and hard sound. Some of  these 

problems were easy to solve. Small movements of  the speakers 

helped, as did switching front ends, cartridges, electronics, and 

cables to suit the Princes (rather than the Vandersteen 5As that I 

have recently begun to use as a reference). 

This required a fair amount of  experimentation. For reasons I 

still have trouble explaining, a Pass Labs X250.5 made the Hansens 

sound slightly softer and more natural in this room position than 

a pair of  Pass X600.5s or Boulder 1010s—something that had 

to be a combination of  both room/speaker and amp/speaker 

interactions, since both the Pass X600.5s and Boulder 1010s are 

normally notably better amps than the X250.5. More predictably, 

tube amps worked better under these conditions than solid-

state units. A pair of  Prima Luna ProLogue Seven tube amps 

and a Cayin AT100 integrated tube amp (an updated version of  

Marantz circuitry), both provided more depth and more realistic 

timbre and dynamics than the three solid-state units.

The same was true of  front-end components. A slightly 

warmer cartridge like the Koetsu Onyx or Rosewood sounded 

better than the Sumiko Celebration or Dynavector DV20X. The 

softer-sounding Nanofiber variant of  the Stealth interconnect 

sounded better than the Indra, and the slightly softer sound of  

the Kimber Select cables blended components better than the 

Audioquest Colorado and Niagara interconnects and K2 speaker 

cables. Finding the most compatible components made a very 

real difference, and made it all too clear just how important 

component interactions really are.

In the end, however, shifting the mix of  components proved 

to be less important than making a major shift in speaker location 

and listening position. I moved both the Princes and my listening 

position from the long wall to the short wall. This produced a 

far flatter overall frequency response at a wide range of  listening 

levels. Cleaning up the bass and lower midrange revealed just 

how good the Princes really were. 

Using the Boulder 1010 amplifiers with the Hansens now 

showed why many audiophiles regard Boulder as one of  the best 

high-end amplifier manufacturers around. The full musicality of  

the Burmester 069 CD player was revealed. At the same time, 

my Koetsu cartridges took on their more usual slightly romantic 

sound character while Sumiko Celebration and Dynavector 20X 

became musically realistic rather than bright. The Audioquest 

Niagara, Colorado, and K2 cables sounded slightly more realistic 

in this combination than the Kimber Selects, and the relative 

minor design differences between the Niagara and Colorado 

interconnects were clearer. The added detail from the Stealth 

Indra interconnects provided insight into the music rather than 

the slight touch of  hardness that it did before I moved the 
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speakers. The same was true of  larger version of  the Stealth 

Dream speaker cable. 

I now found myself  listening through the Princes rather than to 

the Princes. I also found that I no longer needed to favor warmer 

recordings, or ones with a less forward perspective in timbre 

and imaging. The bowing sound on cello became natural. The 

soundstage (recording permitting) acquired depth in proportion 

to width, and imaging was tighter and less forward. 

Demanding musical sounds like flute, the upper register of  the 

piano and clarinet, the “bite” of  brass, snare drum, and cymbal, 

and the differences between older and modern violins became 

about as musically natural as given recordings and home-listening 

conditions permit. It was also clear that the driver location and 

shaping of  the enclosure gave the Princes an exceptionally 

coherent sound even in something approach nearfield listening 

conditions, with minimal problems with both center-fill and side 

reflections even when closer to the sidewalls.

The sonority of  instruments came through in ways that 

matched the upper-octave detail. Relatively bright and close-

miked recordings like the Combattimento Consort Amsterdam 

recording of  Haydn’s Cello Concertos (C&D) and Symphony 

No. 60 (Etcetera) did not become musically realistic, but they 

did at least become enjoyable. A far more musical (and brilliantly 

innovative) recording of  Mozart’s Requiem by the Kuijken 

Quartet (Challenge Classics) had slightly more upper-octave 

energy than I am accustomed to, but brought out all the subtleties 

and range of  the violin, viola, and cello. 

The grand piano ceased to have a slightly “electric piano” 

sound, and the differences between a Steinway and a Bösendorfer 

became clear. Close-miked flute and clarinet music still revealed 

all of  the damage close-miking inevitably does to tone and timbre, 

but they sounded the way they were recorded and this was no fault 

of  the Princes. A slightly warm LP, like the Norwegian Chamber 

Orchestra recording of  Grieg’s music for string orchestra (BIS) 

had the romance and life it should, along with excellent definition 

of  the bass and midrange. LPs with a drier, less warm acoustic, 

like the Tatrai Quartet recording of  Haydn’s six string quarters 

(Hungaroton) were reproduced with accuracy.

I suspect that any reader who enjoys classical music has 

heard Dvorák’s Cello Concerto in B-minor. The Princes now 

did an excellent job of  revealing the differences among given 

recordings. The problems with the slightly hard and forward 

sound of  the cello in the Janos Starker SACD/CD version of  

the Mercury Living Presence recording were all too clear. So, 

however, were the much more realistic balance between the 

cello and other strings, and the more realistic depth, of  the Paul 

Fournier/Berliner Philharmoniker CD version of  the same piece 

(DG). The enduring and superior sound-quality of  the Gregor 

Piatigorsky recording (RCA) emerged in spite of  some of  the 

limits inevitable in a record this old. Certainly, it outperformed 
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the darker and slightly muddled sound 

of  the more modern Paul Tortelier/

London Symphony recording (EMI).

I was more than a little surprised by 

the level of  deep bass that the Princes 

handled without apparent strain. 

The deep bass was clean to room-

vibrating levels when I listened to the 

usual orchestral spectaculars and my 

reference bass drum and solo organ 

records. I got excellent deep bass and 

orchestral dynamics in reproducing 

sonic spectaculars like Saint-Saëns’ 

Symphony No. 3. The Princes also did 

an extraordinary job of  handling the 

deep bass fundamentals in one of  the 

most demanding organ recording I 

know of: the “Baba Yaga” band on Jean 

Gillou’s transcription of  Mussorgsky’s 

Pictures at an Exhibition for the Tonhalle 

organ in Zurich (Dorian). 

I leave listening to bass guitar and 

synthesizer-dominated rock music at 

high SPLs to my sons, but they left the 

room before the Princes gave out. For 

any practical purposes, sound levels 

get painful before the Princes show 

significant bass coloration. If  you want 

to lose your hearing to the beat of  the 

Kodo drums in a normal listening room, 

the Princes may expose their limits. I 

don’t intend to find out.

The Prince V2s performed 

exceptionally well in dealing with deep 

bass test tones, something that is not 

always the case with speakers that appear 

to have good deep bass but can’t really 

deliver the lowest octave. Performance 

at these frequencies is even more room-

and-placement dependent than the rest 

of  the bass, but the Princes produced 

clear sine and warble tones down to 

below 30Hz. They also measured well, 

and had measurable output well below 

30Hz, but this is energy you sense or 

feel rather than hear.

Let me note, however, that getting 

this performance required power. The 

sensitivity of  the Princes is rated at 

around 87dB, which is moderate, and 

they are a comparatively easy 4-ohm 

load. The Princes do, however, clearly 

benefit from truly powerful amps with a 

lot of  headroom. The Cayin AT100, for 

example, is a tube amp with a nominal 

50 watts in the triode mode and 100 

watts in the pentode mode. I normally 

prefer the triode mode, but the Princes 

clearly benefited from the extra power. 

Similarly, the Prima Luna ProLogue 

Seven is another moderately priced, 

high-quality tube amp. Its 70-watt 

output offers power to spare with most 

speakers; it was only marginal for getting 

full dynamic output from the Princes 

with demanding orchestral spectaculars.

I would recommend a minimum of  

100 watts per channel even for high-

quality tube amps, particularly if  you 

want maximum bass definition and 

control. Tube amps don’t control or 

damp the bass as well as good solid-

state designs, and you need a lot of  tube 

power to compensate. As for transistor 

designs, I’d look for a design with a high 

damping factor and plenty of  reserve 

power. Rated wattage doesn’t always tell 

much. In practice, The Princes took full 

advantage of  the 250 watts per channel 

in a Pass X250.5 amp, and clearly 

benefited from the immense power 

reserves in a Boulder 1010. Fans of  SET 

designs should look elsewhere.

My “odyssey” did not produce the 

perfect speaker or make The Princes 

all things to all audiophiles. The Princes 

have sound characteristics far closer to 

the focused sound of  a point source 

than the “big” sound of  large vertical or 

“line source” radiators. They still have 

a bit more upper-midrange energy in 

some areas than I personally prefer, but 

this may well be because they are more 

accurate than forgiving in the upper 

octaves. Their modern styling suits my 

room and taste, but they are scarcely 

invisible. You do need lots of  power 

and an amplifier with excellent damping 

or control to get the best out of  their 

bass, and to get all of  the dynamics and 

dynamic contrasts they are capable of. 

The Princes are, however, a great 

speaker. It takes patience and effort 

in placement to integrate them into 

a system, but the whole moral of  this 

review is a great high-end system doesn’t 

come in a large box or get delivered by a 

dealer. It requires work, and confidence 

in your own taste. The Hansen Princes 

make that effort truly rewarding. 
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